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NEW QUESTION: 1
When InfoSphere MDM Server performs a transaction that modifies
the data related to the business object, it needs to inform
Event Manager about the data change. Event Manager then tries
to detect new occurred events for modified business objects.
Which three steps does Event Manager perform to detect events
triggered by a transaction? (Choose three.)
A. Checks the PROCESSACTION and PROCESSCONTROL tables.
B. Updates the TASK table when the processing is finished.
C. Updates the EVENT table if the event is successfully
detected.
D. Writes the response object into JMS queue.
E. Executes business rules.
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command shows detailed information about VPN tunnels?
A. cat $FWDIR/conf/vpn.conf
B. cpview
C. vpn tu

D. vpn tu tlist
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
To assist in examining and debugging running processes, Solaris
11 has a utility that returns pro arguments and the names and
values of environment variables.
What is the name of this utility?
A. pmap
B. pargs
C. pgrep
D. ppgsz
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The pargs utility examines a target process or process core
file and prints arguments, environment variables and values, or
the process auxiliary vector.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A way to assure data at-rest is secure even in the event of
loss or theft is to use:
A. Special permissions on the file system.
B. Access Control Lists.
C. Trusted Platform Module integration.
D. Full device encryption.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Device encryption encrypts the data on the device. This feature
ensures that the data on the device cannot be accessed in a
useable form should the device be stolen.
Incorrect Answers:
B. Permissions on the file system define the level of access
logged on users have to files and folders. However, should an
unauthorized user gain access to an authorized user's user
account, they would gain access to the files and folders.
C. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware-based encryption
solution that is embedded in the system's motherboard. It helps
with hash key generation and stores cryptographic keys,
passwords, or certificates.
D. Access Control Lists (ACLs) define the level of access
logged on users have to resources. However, should an
unauthorized user gain access to an authorized user's user
account, they would gain access to the data.
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